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Prepping for the Future Today: Job and Internship Fair 2003

Jalel D. Smith

Trading the Beach for Hard Work

Fellin Starts

Grizzly News Editor

"It does ring, its bliss. If its bliss, then why the fear?" asked Michael Christian, author of the benefits The Annual Guide to Internships, describing the intensity of his job seeking, part-time advice, and paperwork. He had fielded a crowd of nearly 300 students to Winter Lower, Long, and 10 Madison House, sponsored by the Residence Hall Association of Student, Thanksgiving sale. Against the roof, the event will be held from 10am to 4pm for the campus and an event for the campus. The residence hall association of Student, Thanksgiving sale was the first event of the Student Newspaper of Ursinus. The students in charge of the sale were seniors Carol Bohny and Erin Sord. The Alternative Spring Break Club has been busy the past few weeks fundraising for their trip to Danville. Because their budget was cut, they have had to raise money to pay for transportation to and from Danville and registration fees. The club had a bake sale and several coins devoted to help supplement the money that was lost.

The Alternative Spring Break Club advisor is Reverend Rice. The students in charge of the club are seniors Carol Bohny and Erin Sord.

Students could be doing anything from hanging dirty walls, to framing, and depending on the weather in Danville and how completed the houses are by the time they get there. Janice Keesee, the Alternative Spring Break Club advisor at Ursinus, is to give a speech for her Valedictorian's speech. She graduated in 1994, and the fair on campus. Maybe a larger turnout would have resulted in a larger amount of happy, satisfied students with an eye to the future.

Overall, the 2003 Job and Internship Fair was a success. A good turn out by employers and students was in large part to the organizing efforts of the students.
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Bertha Hendricks came to Ursinus the year after Minerva, and did so well that she successfully advanced one year and could up with her. The two women graduated the same year.
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Bertha Hendricks was a pensy writer, and although it had happened, and was starting to gain acceptance (albeit slowly), there were still few women who wanted to be writers. Minerva Weinberger happened to be one such writer. Bertha Weinberger's daughter was ex­
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The students in charge of the club have a new coach. Without her energy and her brains, the school may have turned out differently.
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I am very excited about the trip. It is a chance to not only serve the community but learn something about myself and my peers. We all have so many wonderful things to

Since Minerva and Bertha were the only two females, they were obviously the object of affection from most of the eligible males at Ursinus. During the winter, they would drive on the Perkin's river under moonlight (no street lights, remember), and they would ride bikes on the river during the spring and summer evenings. As the female population at Ursinus grew larger, they began to reside at a house called Olivel

It was important for its strict rules and policies, but the women there seemed to do fine. As time went on, men and more women attended Ursinus and they met the Proud. Olivel was, sadly, our failed to the ground to make way for Perkin's River. Minerva Weinberger and Ber­
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Every time Michael Jackson emerges from his Neverland Ranch, he never ceases to amaze me. He spends years at a time in seclusion from the public spotlight, only to reappear in the tabloids because of some new behaviors that sequence contrarts the status quo society. The publicity Jackson has received from none other than the Fox network, and quite surprisingly ABC, has once again pleased him with the attention to he desperately works on a regular basis.

British journalist Martin Brashir traveled with the “King of Pop” for over eight months in preparation for his calculated and told program that aired on February 7th. The show included his three children paraded around in lavish mac­querade ball attire, admittance to his lavish household he keeps secret, and self denial about facial recon­struction.

Jackson explicitly ex­pressed his willingness to allow children to sleep in his bedroom despite the 1995 charges of child molestation, a case that settled an estimated $15 million. His lifetime success as a musician placed him dead center in the spotlight, and the afterthought has him grouping for that same public status regardless of financial cost and personal integrity.

Recently, Jackson faced accusations that he was res­ponsible for failing to appear at two concerts that cost promoters mil­lions. He denied the allegations, but his appearance on the witness stand came of more concern. British reports described him as oblivious to his surroundings at times and singing songs aloud to himself when not in direct ques­tion.

Jackson’s childhood problems contribute to an explanation for his otherwise baffling behavior. He suffers from a distorted self im­age, and may truly believe he only holds the over fifty surgeries that most likely occurred on his manipulated face.

As stated in Brashir ABC documentary, Jackson has developed financial cocoon that shields him from his strange life away from legal interaction. He will continue to produce public shows as long as the public is willing to pay atten­tion. There are no financial re­strictions that would bother Jack­son from executing his illicit private (public life).

Is it Time to Stop Calling Jacko a "Freak"?

Trevor Meth

Herb McClure
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March is Women's History Month. The day is set aside to recognize the contributions of women. The celebration of women's achievements is not just confined to the past. It is an ongoing process that encourages women to continue to strive for excellence.

The story of Howard Brenton's stage work shows how women's voices can be heard. The play 'Spetses Editor' gives a platform to women to express their thoughts and ideas. The play is a reflection of the current trend of women's empowerment. Through their art, Mirkil and McDonald embody the empowerment of women.

The exhibition 'Showcasing Women's Pride in German' is a celebration of women's contribution to the arts. It is a testament to the fact that women have always been leaders in the arts. The exhibition will showcase the works of women artists from different parts of the world. The works will be displayed in the Berman Main Gallery.

The play 'Bloody Poetry' is a reflection of the power of poetry. It is a poetic performance that will take place in the Berman Main Gallery. The performance will be a reflection of the power of poetry.

The show 'My Big Fat Greek Life' is a reflection of the power of television. It is a reflection of the power of television to shape and influence public opinion.

The TV show 'Let's Go Streaking!' is a reflection of the power of television to entertain and inform. It is a reflection of the power of television to influence public opinion.

Kimberton School needs a coach for 6th - 8th grade girls Lacrosse Team. Paid Position. High School Lacrosse experience desirable. Please Call: (610) 933-3635 ext. 142

I am honestly sorry that the set designer did not meet my expectations. This is a testament to the hard work and skill of scenic designer Martha Gimbarg, technical director Jason Ausiello, and the almost thirty Ursinus students who worked on the production, said Raphael.
Luciano scored seven quick points as Ursinus opened up a 30-24 lead early in the second half. However, F&M had a 19-2 run and took a 49-31 lead with 12 minutes remaining. After a pair of free throws by Erfle stopped a 30-0 run of six minutes by F&M, the Diplomats added their lead and held on for a 79-67 win. After a break, the Diplomats added six points to their lead to increase their lead to 60-44. Coach Kevin Small finishes the season with a 7-0 record. The win over the Diplomats extended Ursinus' win streak to 13 games. The win over the Diplomats also extends Ursinus' win streak to 13 games. The win over the Diplomats also extended Ursinus' win streak to 13 games.

**UC Swimmers Make a Splash**

Marc Officinale

The Ursinus College Men's and Women's Swim & Dive team put on a show at the Centennial Conference Championships at Franklin & Marshall on February 21-23. The team placed eighth overall and the men placed seventh overall. There were also a few individual accomplishments to be noted. Freshman Kaye Schalch finished fourth in the 100 freestyle with a time of 25.07. Senior Ben Ykoruk was named the second head coach in Ursinus' history.

**Ykoruk Named Women's Head Soccer Coach**

Eric Fierro

Jeff Ykoruk was recently named the second head coach in women's soccer history at Ursinus. Ykoruk will take the Bears to the next level and be a key addition to the team. Ykoruk played for the women's head soccer coach at Ursinus. Ykoruk was the assistant coach for the men's head soccer coach at Ursinus. When questioned about all of the women's soccer team's success, Ykoruk said, "They deserve the victory. They have been working hard and they have the talent to succeed. They have put in a lot of time and effort to achieve this level of success."